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From Tim LaHaye, creator and coauthor of the world-renowned Left Behind series---the most

successful adult fiction series ever written---and Craig Parshall comes this epic story ripped from the

headlines of world events and filtered through Scriptural prophecy. Set in the very near future,

Thunder of Heaven chronicles the earth shattering events which eventually lead up to the

Apocalypse foretold in Revelation. This story will appeal to the tens of millions of readers who have

already made Tim LaHaye a household name and one of the bestselling authors of all time.

Thunder of Heaven is a return to form for Tim LaHaye, whose previous prophetic fiction series, Left

Behind, has sold roughly 70 million copies. Those who have read Left Behind and who are eager for

more highly charged fiction based on biblical prophesies will embrace Thunder of Heaven for the

same reasons that turned Left Behind into the world's most celebrated publishing phenomenons of

the last two decades.
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"Tim LaHaye's books always entertain, educate and thrill but THUNDER OF HEAVEN takes it to a

new level. I never thought the End of Days would cost me so much sleep!" ---#1 NYT bestselling

author Glenn Beck"Dr. Tim LaHaye writes about the future with the kind of gripping detail that others

would use to describe the past. I've been reading Tim LaHaye's books for over thirty years, but

Thunder of Heaven may be his best yet!" --Mike Huckabee, Former Governor of Arkansas"Tim

LaHaye writes about the prophetic future with such accuracy and passion that once you get started



reading what he has written, you do not put the book away until it is finished! In our generation, he

has led the way back to a proper appreciation of the prophetic writings of Scripture. Everywhere I

go, I meet someone who has read one of Tim's books and been blessed by it. This book will

continue that tradition!" --Dr. David Jeremiah, senior pastor, Shadow Mountain Community Church,

founder & CEO, Turning Point --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Tim LaHaye is a New York Times bestselling author of more than 70 nonfiction books, many on

biblical prophecy and end-times. He is the coauthor of the record-shattering Left Behind series and

is considered one of America's foremost authorities on biblical end-times prophecy. SPANISH BIO:

Tim LaHaye es un autor bestseller en la lista del New York Times con mas de setenta libros de no

ficcion, muchos de ellos acerca de profecias y el fin de los tiempos, y es el coautor de la serie Left

Behind con ventas record. Se considera que LaHayes es uno de las autoridades mas reconocidas

de America acerca de las profecias biblicas del fin de los tiempos. Visite www.TimLaHaye.comCraig

Parshall serves as senior vice-president and general counsel for the National Religious

Broadcasters and has authored seven bestselling suspense novels. SPANISH BIO: Craig Parshall

sirve como vice presidente y consejero general para la asociacion National Religious Broadcasters

y es autor de siete novelas de suspenso bestseller.

Boring! Too many technical references. Names too hard to pronounce making recall of the character

difficult. Too drawn out. Characters too similar to Left Behind. Think maybe the co-author thought

paring up with Tim LaHey would help make this a best seller. NOT! I bought the series on the brief

info from Bookbub. Once I start a book it is so hard for me to not read it thru to the end. I muddled

my way thru book one in hopes book two would get better. NOT. :-( Usually I can read one book in

one week (I'm retired and disabled so reading and tv are mostly my world), but it has taken me like

two months to get into the second book..

Normally I love to read books by Tim LaHaye but this entire series was such a let down! They never

"grabbed" me and forced me to read until I fell asleep.The constant talk about how rich the Jordan

family is was way over the top. Also there are entirely too many characters to keep up with. I found

myself reading and wonder who this person was. There were some good ideas on how the mark of

the beast would come about but overall it was a waste of my time and money. I usually keep all my

books and re-read them but these are going to be sold!



This was another exciting book. It is well written and full of suspense. I would recommend this to all

Christians and those who enjoy plots that make you sit up and take notice. This was a real page

turner. I couldn't put it down.

I have read several books by Tim LaHaye and continue to be enthralled. I found this story a little

more difficult due to military jargon but still very readable. Following the story thru the Bible books of

Ezequiel and Revelation is fascinating. Loved it.

This book by alWays is exciting, interesting, and frightening. He does an excellent job of drawing the

characters and building a Biblically accurate plot.

The diversity of characters helped the seem more realistic. And considering how many players there

were the author made it so you could keep them straight. Character development was well done.

Having four of the main characters being of the same family detracted from the plausibility but did

make the emotional end work better. Always interesting to read another possible scenario of end

times so you realize we really have no idea how it will Ll play out.

I hope and pray for this outcome from God. I almost hated for the book to end, but like how it did.

Highly recommend it to everyone.Mary Botts

LOVE IT!! A great addition to Left Behind series! The players are choosing sides and it will not be a

good future to live in! Take these steps to be redeemed!A:admit you are a sinnerB: believe that

Jesus is the son of GODC: confess Jesus as your saviour and reachout to learn more abouthis

mercy!!God Bless You!!
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